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Making better-
informed investment 
decisions
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A comprehensive range of indexes, providing investors 

with a broad set of tools to measure and analyze global 

markets across asset classes, styles, or strategies.
Indexes

Analytics

Data

Equity and fixed income decision support tools 

designed for advanced security, portfolio, industry, 

sector, index, and economic analysis.

Robust company and asset class data sets. From top 

down economic and demographic information, to 

detailed equity, debt, sustainability, and fundamental 

data for financial institutions, corporations, business 

academics, and reference libraries.
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FTSE Russell is a global provider of 
benchmarks, analytics, and data with 
industry-leading capabilities across  
asset classes, styles, and strategies. 
We want to help investors make better-informed investment decisions. Our experts and resources are committed to innovation 
that increases transparency and insight and helps our clients capture opportunity and manage risk. You can be assured that robust 
governance and a commitment to operational integrity lie at the foundation of our business.

A forward-looking approach is part of our culture—it compels us to collaborate with our clients and institutional partners, leverage 
trends that influence investment strategies, drive efficiencies, and expand choice. We are investing in the market of tomorrow.

FTSE Russell is wholly owned by London Stock Exchange Group.
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Global  
provider 

30+ 
years

multi-asset  
capabilities

to the world’s top asset 
owners, asset managers, 

and investment  
banks
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Quality 
We provide global multi-asset solutions with a 

focus on quality, timeliness and precision

Reliability 
We deliver resilient solutions underpinned by a 

robust governance framework that envelopes 

indexes, analytics, technology, and operations

Pioneering 
We want to help our clients become future-

ready, and we continually innovate to grow our 

industry and shape its future

To help our 
clients capture 
opportunity, 
manage risk, and 
find a competitive 
advantage

Our commitment 
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Responsive 
We create agile, client-centric solutions that 

evolve to meet changing market needs

Service 
We have a global team of experts dedicated to 

meeting our clients’ needs

Transparent 
We take pride in fostering transparency 

throughout the investment process

Accessible 
We partner with distributors around the world 

to ensure easy access to our data

Partnership 
We partner with industry thought leaders and 

clients to embed innovation and trust

Global and local 
We combine global perspective with local 

knowledge, and are sensitive to market needs
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A trusted source of 
insights for our clients
Asset owners 
Relevant benchmarks for institutional investors

Relevant indexes across asset classes, styles, and strategies 
provide accurate benchmarks for performance measurement, 
asset allocation, and research. Our Custom Index Team works 
with asset owners to find or develop benchmarks that best 
match their objectives.

Academic, corporate, public, government,  
and legal teams 
Access quality data

Comprehensive, connected data sets surface data on 
companies, securities, markets, indexes, and ETFs. Mergent, 
now part of FTSE Russell, brings over a century of leading 
business and financial information.

Active managers 
Discover sophisticated solutions

Dependable tools to construct portfolios that are more closely 
aligned with investment objectives by identifying opportunities, 
monitoring risk, and benchmarking and reporting on 
performance. Comprehensive, modular representation enables 
indexes to facilitate both research and asset allocation. 

Passive managers and ETF sponsors 
The basis of next-generation index funds and ETFs

Expertly-designed indexes offer focused, transparent, and 
consistent exposure to a growing number of investment 
categories and disciplines. Data feeds for the ETF ecosystem 
help clients make investment decisions, build research and 
portfolio tools, and conduct industry and product analysis.

Wealth managers 
Focus on client values

More than $3T of investment product assets passively track 
our indexes. Wealth managers around the world select these 
investment products to build portfolios that meet their clients’ 
specific investment objectives. Analytics tools designed for 
financial advisors support proportional allocation to asset 
classes, simple portfolio-level performance reporting and 
customizable ESG capabilities. 
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Uncover risks and opportunities 

Inform corporate strategies

Support trading, tracking  
and reporting 

Insights for better decision making 

Research 

Insights for better decision making

Examine global market conditions

Uncover risks and opportunities

Identify trend inflection points

Power investment strategies

Risk management

Basis of investable products

Performance measurement

Investment analytics

Risk management

Asset allocation

Research

Indexes

Analytics

Data
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1909
Moody's Ratings 
introduced

1928
Moody's becomes a 
public company

1930
Actuaries Investment 
Index first calculated by 
nine people. Basis for 
FTSE indexes

1960
LSEG becomes a 
founding member 
in the development 
of ISIN, resulting in 
SEDOL

1900  1920 1940  1960 1980

Mergers and acquisitions that 
have shaped our business

History and heritage
Our products have deep 
historical roots

1978
Salomon Brothers 
introduced the US  
Treasury-Bill and 
Certificate-of-Deposit 
Indices, the first 
foundation for the  
Citi Indices

1984
Russell Indexes created 
by Russell Investments, 
Consulting and Manager 
Research teams. Measure 
US market segments & 
track manager  
behavior

1962
Moody's becomes 
a wholly-owned 
subsidiary of Dun & 
Bradstreet
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1900  1920 1940  1960 1980  2000 2010 2020 

1995
Financial Times and 
the London Stock 
Exchange agree to 
constitute a new jointly 
held company: “FT-SE”

2018
FTSE Russell acquires 100% 
ownership of FTSE TMXGlobal 
Debt Capital Markets Limited

2019
LSEG acquires the Environmental, 
Social and Governance (ESG) data 
provider, Beyond Ratings

1998
Moody’s FInancial 
Information Services 
sold to Mergent, Inc.

1996
The Yield Book was made 
commercially available to 
buy-side institutions

2013
FTSE forms joint venture with 
TMX Group to form FTSE TMX, 
bringing a popular suite of North 
American fixed income indexes

2014
Acquisition of the MTS indexes, 
creates FTSE MTS, a suite of 
real-time continental European 
government indexes

FTSE and Russell Indexes 
combine to create a leading 
global index provider:  
FTSE Russell

2016
Acquisition of Mergent Inc.,  
a leading provider of business 
and financial information, 
expands FTSE Russell’s data 
and analytics capabilities

2017
LSEG acquires The Yield Book 
and Citi Fixed Income Indices 
from Citigroup, transforming our 
fixed income and multi-asset 
capabilities
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Available across asset classes, styles, and strategies, our index solutions 

can be customized to meet the needs of a wide variety of clients including 

buy-side, sell-side, custodians, asset owners, exchanges, investment 

consultants, and ETF providers. 

Custom index solutions
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Access a comprehensive 
database of global 
securities 

Indexes can be customized using an  
extensive database of global securities from 
over 80 countries   — across asset classes 
including equities, fixed income, and  
alternative investments. 

Design from a broad 
range of customization 
options 

Our custom indexes offer the flexibility to apply 
various security selection criteria, weighting 
schemes, maintenance rules, and screens. Index 
calculation methodologies can incorporate tax 
adjustments, weight capping, currency hedging, 
and blending.

Leverage index 
calculation expertise
We act as an independent index calculator 
powered by the FTSE Russell brand, calculating 
over 700,000 benchmarks daily.

Connect with a dedicated 
custom index team
 
A team of research, operations, and 
product management professionals provide 
personalized service to assist in index design 
and execution. Our dedicated teams are 
available for 24-hour support around the globe. 
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Indexes
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FTSE Russell’s indexes are used by 
clients around the world to inform 
asset allocation decisions, support 
portfolio construction, and conduct 
risk and performance analysis. 
 
A broad offering of global and domestic market indexes covering a range of 

asset classes and weighting methodologies provides clients with a flexible, 

comprehensive foundation for both their global and local market investing needs.

INDEXES
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INDEXES

Equity 

FTSE Russell provides a range of global, regional, and local-

market equity indexes, providing investors with a broad set 

of tools to measure and analyze equity markets and market 

segments. Flagship indexes include the FTSE Global Equity Index 

Series (FTSE GEIS), the Russell US Indexes, and the FTSE UK 

Index Series, which serve as the underlying foundation for FTSE 

Russell’s alternatively-weighted indexes. FTSE Russell’s equity 

indexes are used as performance benchmarks and as the basis for 

index-linked products such as ETFs and derivatives.
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EQUITY INDEXES

Global

FTSE Russell offers a range of equity indexes providing extensive coverage of the entire global opportunity 
set. Spanning Developed, Advanced Emerging, Secondary Emerging, and Frontier markets, the indexes 
are constructed using consistently-applied methodology, and they are easily adaptable to represent the 
perspectives of either international or local investors. The indexes can be used to benchmark investment 
performance or as the basis for passively managed index-linked products, and they serve as the underlying 
universe on which alternatively-weighted methodologies and investment screens are applied. 
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SMALL CAP

MICRO CAP

MID CAP

LARGE CAP DEVELOPED

FRONTIER

ADVANCED EMERGING

SECONDARY EMERGING

FTSE Global Small Cap

FTSE All-World®

FTSE Global Micro Cap

FTSE Global All Cap

FTSE Emerging Total Cap

FTSE Developed Total Cap

FTSE Frontier

FTSE Global Total Cap

FTSE Global Equity Index Series  
(FTSE GEIS) 

FTSE Russell’s flagship global equity index, FTSE GEIS, represents more than 
99% of the world’s investable equity opportunity set, with coverage of large, 
mid, small, and micro cap companies that extends across 49 developed and 
emerging markets. The modular structure of FTSE GEIS provides a wealth of 
choices, including indexes based on region, individual country, sector, style, 
size, currency, or customized needs.
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FTSE Frontier Index Series This FTSE GEIS-compatible series offers a comprehensive and transparent 
set of benchmarks designed to represent the performance of eligible frontier 
markets globally.

FTSE Global China A Inclusion  
Index Series

Designed to represent the performance of global and regional indexes 
including China A Shares that are available to international investors, 
providing market participants with a choice of how to incorporate China A 
Shares into their global equity portfolios and benchmarks. 

FTSE Global Saudi Arabia Inclusion  
Index Series

Designed to represent the performance of global and regional indexes 
including the stocks of Saudi Arabian companies that are available to Qualified 
Foreign Investors (QFIs), helping market participants prepare for the inclusion 
of Saudi Arabia in their global equity portfolios and benchmarks. 

FTSE Global Equity Shariah  
Index Series

A series of global benchmarks based on FTSE GEIS that are screened for 
Shariah compliance by Shariah consultants, Yasaar Limited, according to a set 
of guiding principles. The series is fully certified as Shariah-compliant through 
the issue of a fatwa (Islamic legal opinion).

FTSE Global RIC Capped Indexes Based on the flagship FTSE GEIS, this series of regional and single-country 
indexes cover large and mid cap stocks listed in Developed and Emerging 
markets. The indexes employ capping methodology designed to help users 
meet Regulated Investment Company (RIC) concentration requirements.

FTSE All-World ex-Australia Net Tax 
(Super) Index Series

Designed to help the Australian Superannuation industry measure net-tax 
returns using tax rates relevant to Superannuation funds, the index series 
represents the performance of large and mid cap stocks from Developed and 
Emerging markets included in FTSE GEIS.
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EQUITY INDEXES

US

The widely followed Russell US Indexes provide comprehensive representation of the investable US equity 
market. The modular and flexible structure of the indexes allows investors to track current and historical  
market segment performance, including by size, sector, or investment style. All sub-indexes roll up to the  
Russell 3000E Index.
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Stock  
#1

#50

#200

#500

#1,000

#2,000

#3,000

up to  
#4,0000

Russell 3000E 
Index

Russell Top 200® 
Index

Russell Top 50® 
Mega Cap Index

Russell Top 500 
Index

Russell  
Midcap®

Russell 2500 
Index

Russell Microcap® 
Index

Russell 1000® 
Index

Russell 2000® 
Index

Russell 3000® 
Index

RUSSELL US INDEXES

All Russell US Indexes are subsets of the Russell 3000E Index and are regularly and proactively maintained with updates such as daily corporate actions, quarterly share adjustments and IPO 
inclusions and annual total reconstitution.
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Russell 3000E Index “E” = extended. The index represents the entire investable US equity 
universe, from mega cap to micro cap, covering approximately 99% of the 
US equity market. It includes the Russell 3000 Index plus up to the next 1,000 
eligible companies.

Russell 3000® Index Includes the largest 3,000 companies in the Russell 3000E Index, measuring 
the performance of the top 98% of the US equity market, including its large, 
mid, and small cap segments.

Russell 1000® Index Includes the largest 1,000 companies, measuring the performance of the 
large cap segment of the US equity market. It represents approximately 92% 
of the market capitalization of the Russell 3000. 

Russell 2000® Index Includes the next 2,000 companies, measuring the performance of the small 
cap segment of the US equity market. It represents approximately 8% of the 
market capitalization of the Russell 3000. 

Russell Microcap® Index Includes the smallest 1,000 companies in the Russell 2000 plus up to the next 
1,000 smallest eligible securities by market cap, representing the microcap 
segment of the US equity market. 

Russell Top 500 Index Provides a complete view of the largest 500 companies traded in the US 
equity market. 

Russell 2500 Index Includes the Russell 2000 Index plus the smallest 500 mid cap companies 
from the Russell 1000 Index, offering a complete view of the small-to-mid 
(SMID) cap segment of the US equity market.
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Russell Growth and Value Indexes  
(Style)

The indexes were developed in 1987 based on research that showed 
major investing styles move in and out of favor over time. The first indexes 
developed to track growth and value stocks, they have become an industry-
standard and continue to provide valuable insight into market directionality.

Russell Defensive and Dynamic  
Indexes® (Stability)

Adding a Third Dimension of Style®, the indexes were designed with the 
same framework as the growth and value indexes. They represent the market 
based on sensitivity to economic cycles, credit cycles, and market volatility.
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FTSE All-Share® Index Captures 98% of the UK’s equity market capitalization, representing the 
performance of all eligible companies listed on the London Stock Exchange’s 
main market. 

FTSE 100 Index The UK’s primary blue-chip benchmark, the index represents the 
performance of the 100 largest companies listed on the London  
Stock Exchange.

FTSE 250 Index The index represents the performance of the mid cap segment of the UK 
equity market by including the next 250 largest companies after the FTSE 
100, representing approximately 15% of market capitalization of the UK 
equity market.

FTSE 350 Index An aggregate of the FTSE 100 and FTSE 250, the index represents large and 
mid cap stocks traded on the London Stock Exchange.

EQUITY INDEXES

UK

The FTSE UK Index Series is designed to measure the performance of the UK equity market. Comprehensive 
and modular in nature, the series provides market participants with a complementary set of benchmarks that 
represent all size and industry segments of the UK equity market.
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FTSE Small Cap Index Represents the performance of the small cap segment of the UK equity 
market by included companies from the FTSE All-Share Index that are not 
large enough to be constituents of the FTSE 350.

FTSE All-Share Ex Investment  
Trust Index

Excludes ICB subsector 8985 (Equity Investment Instruments) from the FTSE 
All-Share index.

FTSE AIM Index Series Developed in conjunction with the London Stock Exchange (LSE) to represent 
the performance of the Alternative Investment Market (AIM) of the LSE. The 
series includes FTSE AIM 100, FTSE AIM UK 50, FTSE AIM All-Share, and FTSE 
AIM All-Share Supersector Indexes.
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FTSE/ATHEX Index Series A joint venture between FTSE and the Athens Stock Exchange (ATHEX) 
since 1999, the index series measures the performance of securities trading 
on ATHEX. The series includes large, mid, and small cap indexes as well as 
International, CSE Banking, Global Traders, and mid and small cap factor-
weighted indexes.

FTSE European Index Series Designed to measure the performance of companies located and 
incorporated in Europe, the series includes the FTSE Eurotop 100 Index,  
FTSE EuroMid Index, and the FTSE Euro 100 Index.

FTSEurofirst® Index Series A joint product of FTSE and Euronext, the series provides a range of liquid 
and transparent pan-European and Eurozone indexes that measure regional 
performance across18 industry sectors. Headline indexes include the 
FTSEurofirst 80, FTSEurofirst 100, and the FTSEurofirst 300.

FTSE Italia Index Series A comprehensive and complementary set of market cap-weighted indexes 
that measure the performance of Italian companies listed on the MTA and 
MIV markets of Borsa Italia. The series includes the FTSE MIB Index, the 
primary benchmark index for the Italian equity market.

EQUITY INDEXES

EMEA

FTSE Russell offers a variety of indexes that measure the performance of key equity markets in Europe, the 
Middle East, and Africa. Benchmarks designed for both domestic and international investors are available. 
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FTSE/JSE Africa Index Series Developed in partnership with Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE), the 
series is designed to measure the performance of the major size and industry 
segments of the Southern African equity market.

FTSE Saudi Arabia Indexes Designed for international investors, the indexes represent the performance 
of all eligible companies listed on Tadawul’s Main Market, excluding shares 
that are not available to Qualified Foreign Investors (QFIs).

FTSE Saudi Arabia Free Indexes Designed for domestic investors, the indexes represent the performance of 
all eligible companies listed on Tadawul’s Main market.
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EQUITY INDEXES

Asia-Pacific

FTSE Russell provides a wide range of products that address the needs of Asia Pacific-based market 
participants, with a focus on Australia, China, Japan, Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan, and the ASEAN nations. 
Select indexes are maintained in collaboration with local partner organizations.

FTSE ASEAN Index Series Includes large, mid, and small cap companies listed on the seven exchanges 
that make up the ASEAN partnership: Bursa Malaysia, Hanoi Stock Exchange, 
Hochiminh Stock Exchange, Indonesia Stock Exchange, The Philippine Stock 
Exchange, Singapore Exchange and the Stock Exchange of Thailand. 

FTSE ASFA Australia Index Created in 2009 in partnership with The Association of Superannuation Funds 
of Australia (ASFA), the index provides industry-standard net-tax returns, 
reflecting franking credits, participation in off-market buy-backs, and capital 
gains tax as required by Australian superannuation funds, fund managers, and 
other stakeholders. 

FTSE Bursa Malaysia Index Series Designed to measure the performance of all eligible companies listed on the 
Bursa Malaysia Main and ACE Markets, the indexes include the headline FTSE 
Bursa Malaysia KLCI, the FTSE4Good Bursa Malaysia Index, and a Shariah-
compliant suite of indexes. 
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FTSE China Indexes Designed to represent the breadth and depth of China’s evolving market, the 
indexes support both domestic and international investors looking to access 
this unique opportunity set. Covering every Chinese share class, broad-
market benchmarks as well as indexes designed to be used as the basis for 
index-linked products are available. 

FTSE Total China Connect Index1

FTSE China Indexes

FTSE China 50 
Index3

FTSE China  
Overseas Indexes

COMPOSITE GREATER  
CHINA

SINGLE SHARE CLASS

FTSE China A Free 
Indexes

FTSE China B Share 
Indexes

FTSE China S Chip 
Indexes

FTSE China Red Chip 
Indexes

FTSE China A  
Indexes

FTSE China H Share 
Indexes

FTSE China N Share 
Indexes

FTSE China P Chip 
Indexes

FTSE Greater  
China Indexes

FTSE Greater  
China 150 Index4

FTSE China A50  
Index2

FTSE China A Stock 
Connect Indexes

FTSE China A Innovative 
Enterprises Indexes

THEMATIC

FTSE China A-H  
50 Index

FTSE China Green 
Revenues Index

FTSE Divest-Invest 
China A50 Index

FTSE China A Domestic 
and Global Exposure 
Indexes

FTSE Russell calculates additional China indexes including the 
FTSE China A 150 Index, FTSE China A 200 Index, FTSE China A 
600 Index and FTSE China A All Share Index. FTSE Russell also 
offers a series of FTSE Global China A Inclusion Indexes. 

1 Includes the large and mid cap constituents of the FTSE China Index and the FTSE China A Index that trade under the Northbound Stock Connect Scheme Buy-and-Sell List
2 FTSE China A50 Index: Includes the 50 largest companies in the FTSE China A Free Index  
3 FTSE China 50 Index: Includes the largest 50 Chinese stocks that trade on the Stock Exchange of Hong Kong (H shares, Red Chips and P Chips) 
4 FTSE Greater China 150 Index: Includes constituents of the FTSE China A50 Index, the FTSE Hong Kong 50 Index and the FTSE Taiwan 50 Index 
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FTSE TWSE Taiwan Index Series Created by a joint venture between the Taiwan Stock Exchange Corporation 
(TWSE) and FTSE Russell, the indexes provide market participants with 
a range of tools to measure the performance of Taiwan’s equity market. 
Additional index methodologies such as Technology, Dividend+, RAFI, and 
Shariah compliant are available as well. 

Russell/Nomura Indexes FTSE Russell and Nomura Securities Co., Ltd. produce this comprehensive 
Japanese equity benchmark series, which includes size and style indexes. 
The broadest index in this series is the Russell/Nomura Total Market™ Index, 
which represents approximately 98% of Japan’s investable equity market.

FTSE ST Index Series FTSE Russell has partnered with Singapore Press Holdings (SPH) and the 
Singapore Exchange (SGX) to jointly calculate the Singapore stock market’s 
main benchmark, the Straits Times Index (STI), and to create a broad range 
of indexes for the Singapore market representing various sized companies, 
sectors and themes.
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INDEXES

Alternatively-weighted 

FTSE Russell has developed a comprehensive range of 

alternatively-weighted index construction approaches to 

complement traditional market capitalization-weighted indexes. 

The indexes are designed to target specific objectives such as 

reducing risk or improving diversification. 
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FTSE Global Minimum Variance  
Index Series 

Using rules-based, transparent methodology, the series aims to reduce 
index-level volatility based on historical return information, offering potential 
improvements to the risk/reward trade-off of the index while maintaining full 
market exposure. Global, regional, and country-specific indexes including 
Japan, Korea, Australia, and the US are available as are select ESG and 
Shariah-compliant versions.

FTSE UK Equally Weighted  
Index Series

Designed to represent the performance of a set of equally-weighted 
constituent companies drawn from the FTSE UK Index Series, at each regular 
rebalance, every company in the parent index is given an equal weight in the 
index rather than basing weights on market capitalization.

Russell Equal Weight Index Series Designed to neutralize sector biases, beginning with select Russell US 
indexes including the Russell 1000, Russell 2000, Russell Top 200, and Russell 
Midcap, each sector in the index is equally weighted and then the securities 
within each sector are equally weighted. 

FTSE Global Equal Risk Contribution 
(ERC) Index Series 

Striking a balance between equal-weighting and market capitalization-
weighting, the methodology used to construct this series applies an 
optimization algorithm to determine the weighting scheme such that each 
large cap security contributes equally to overall portfolio risk. Versions based 
on FTSE All-World, Developed, Emerging, Japan, USA, and select regional 
indexes are available. 

FTSE EDHEC-Risk Efficient  
Index Series

Launched in association with EDHEC-Risk Institute (EDHEC-Risk), the 
methodology applied to this series determines constituent weights  
using EDHEC-Risk portfolio optimization, which targets improvements  
in efficiency for a broad market index by maximizing the Sharpe ratio.  
FTSE All-World, Developed, Emerging, and select regional and single-country 
indexes are available. 
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FTSE RAFI Index Series Developed in collaboration with Research Affiliates®, the index series is 
designed to be less prone to excessive concentration arising from market 
fads than the parent market cap-weighted index, which can result in over-
exposure to individual companies, sectors, or countries. Constituents are 
weighted using a composite of fundamental factors including total cash, 
dividends, free cash flow, total sales, and book equity value. 

FTSE RAFI Low Volatility  
Index Series

A complementary offering to the FTSE RAFI Index Series, the indexes are 
constructed by applying the FTSE RAFI index methodology to a universe of 
low volatility securities. Global, Developed, Emerging, and single-country 
indexes are available. 

Russell RAFI Index Series Developed in collaboration with Research Affiliates®, the series incorporates 
methodology that selects and weights constituents using the average of 
three fundamental measures of company size including adjusted sales, 
retained operating cash flow, and dividends plus buybacks.

FTSE GDP-Weighted Index Series Breaking the link between country weightings and market size, the 
methodology used to construct this series determines country weightings 
in proportion to GDP rather than basing weightings on the aggregate of 
individual companies’ (and therefore countries’) market capitalizations. 
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INDEXES

Factor

The FTSE Global Factor Index Series represents the  

performance of six well-known equity market factors, offering 

single and multi-factor indexes. The six factors represent 

systematic drivers of equity market returns for which there is 

ample academic support. Each can be expected to carry a risk 

premium. Indexes based on a wide range of starting universes  

are available, including FTSE Russell’s flagship FTSE GEIS,  

FTSE UK, and Russell US Indexes. 
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Value Stocks that appear cheap tend to perform better than stocks 
that appear expensive. Indexes with Value factor tilts identify 
undervalued securities relative to their fundamentals. 

Size Over the long term, smaller companies tend to demonstrate higher 
performance than larger companies. Size factor indexes identify 
companies with smaller market capitalization.

Momentum Stock performance tends to persist, either continuing to rise or 
continuing to fall. Indexes with Momentum factor tilts identify 
companies with strong recent performance, with the expectation 
that this will continue to produce short-term excess returns in  
the future.

INDEXES

Single factor

FTSE Russell’s single factor indexes are built using a transparent process designed to provide diversified 
exposure to the targeted factor, subject to sector and country constraints. 
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Low Volatility Stocks that exhibit low volatility tend to perform better over the 
long term than stocks with higher volatility. Indexes with Low 
Volatility factor tilts identify companies with lower volatility relative 
to their peers. 

Quality Higher quality companies tend to demonstrate higher performance 
than lower quality companies. Indexes with Quality factor tilts 
identify companies with the ability to consistently generate strong 
cash flows, while limiting exposure to stocks that are unprofitable or 
highly leveraged. 

Yield Higher dividend yielding stocks tend to perform better over the 
long term than stocks with lower yields. Indexes with Yield factor 
tilts identify companies that have recently delivered strong 
dividends to shareholders.

They can be used as performance benchmarks for actively-managed investments or as the basis for index-
linked, passively-managed products such as ETFs or mutual funds. 
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Comprehensive Factor Qual/Vol/Yield Focus

D E S I G N E D  TO

Capture a broad set of five 
recognized factors contributing to 
equity market performance. 

The Comprehensive Index is 
designed to target similar levels of 
exposure to the five factors that 
would have otherwise been achieved 
in individual single factor indexes.

D E S I G N E D  TO

Reflect the performance of the 
defensive factors; Quality, Low 
Volatility and Yield.

In addition, the index is offered in 
capped versions, where individual 
index constituent weights are capped 
(at 5% for large cap, 3% for small cap) 
to get enhanced diversification.

D E S I G N E D  TO

Target specific factor objectives. 

Tilting toward three common factors 
(Quality, Value, Size) facilitates 
diversification within the index. Further 
tilting to one of three focus factors 
(Low Volatility, Yield, or Momentum) is 
designed to achieve more concentrated 
exposure to each of these factors.

INDEXES

Multi-factor

Combining factors can provide performance and diversification benefits. FTSE Russell’s multi-factor indexes 
utilize a “Tilt-Tilt” construction technique to precisely target specific levels of combined factor exposure. 
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Select Factor Qual/Val/Vol Balanced Factor

D E S I G N E D  TO 

Capture a broad set of five 
recognized factors contributing to 
equity market performance. 

The Select Factor index employs a 
half tilt to Size with a full tilt to the 
other four factors. This allows the 
index to retain Size exposure  
while targeting a more diversified 
factor outcome.  

D E S I G N E D  TO 

Capture three recognized risk 
factors contributing to equity 
market performance. 

The Qual/Val/Vol index targets the 
typically defensive pair of Quality and 
Volatility factors, while combining 
with Value prevents overpaying for 
this exposure. 

D E S I G N E D  TO 

Capture a broad set of four 
recognized factors contributing to 
equity market performance. 

With a ¼ tilt to size, the Balanced 
Factor index is designed to achieve a 
balanced factor exposure across the 
four factors, the moderate size tilt 
increasing index diversification.

1/2 1/4

The indexes are customizable — any underlying universe can be used, and a range of different factor tilt 
combinations and additional screens can be applied.
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INDEXES

Real estate

FTSE Russell offers a comprehensive selection of global and 

domestic real estate-focused indexes in partnership with real-

estate experts EPRA (the European association for listed real 

estate) and Nareit (the US-based association for publicly-traded 

real estate companies, including REITs). These indexes span the 

entire industry, providing market participants with a range of 

tools to benchmark and analyze exposure to real estate at both a 

broad industry-wide level and on a sector-by-sector basis.
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FTSE EPRA Nareit Global Real Estate 
Index Series

Designed to comprehensively represent listed real estate companies and 
REITs worldwide, covering developed and emerging markets as well the 
UK’s AIM market. Free-float adjusted and screened for liquidity and size, the 
indexes are suitable for use as performance benchmarks or as the basis for 
index-linked investment products such as derivatives and ETFs. 

FTSE Nareit US Real Estate  
Index Series

A comprehensive family of indexes designed to measure the entire 
commercial real estate sector of the US economy. Sub-indexes that measure 
specific segments of the US real estate sector are available, including the 
FTSE Nareit RORI REITs Index, which focuses on REITs categorized in the core 
US real estate property sectors: Residential, Office, Retail, and Industrial. 

FTSE EPRA Nareit Green Indexes Designed to provide investors with tools for integrating climate risk 
considerations into their listed real estate portfolio, the indexes provide a 
sustainability-focused extension of the FTSE EPRA Nareit Global Real Estate 
Index Series. Index constituents are weighted based on two sustainable 
investment measures; green building certification and energy usage, 
following the FTSE Global Factor Index Series methodology to address 
liquidity, capacity, diversification, and turnover concerns.
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INDEXES

Infrastructure

FTSE Russell offers a comprehensive set of indexes designed 

to reflect the performance of listed infrastructure securities 

across both developed and emerging markets globally. Indexes 

focused on companies involved in FTSE Russell-defined “core” 

infrastructure activities are available, as are those that include 

both core infrastructure and infrastructure-related activities. 

Versions with weight capping methodology placed at the 

constituent and/or sector level are also available, giving market 

participants greater choice and flexibility in the way they can 

benchmark, research, and manage their exposure to listed  

global infrastructure.
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FTSE Core Infrastructure Indexes Includes companies that derive a minimum of 65% of their revenue from 
FTSE Russell-defined “core” infrastructure activities.

FTSE Infrastructure Indexes Includes companies that derive a minimum of 20% of their revenue from 
either core infrastructure activities or infrastructure-related activities. A 10% 
cap is placed on the weight of each infrastructure-related activity.

FTSE Infrastructure Opportunities 
Indexes

Includes companies that derive a minimum of 20% of their revenue from 
either the core infrastructure activities or infrastructure-related activities.

FTSE Core Infrastructure 50/50  
Indexes and FTSE Core Infrastructure 
Capped Indexes

Employ capping methodology to the parent FTSE Core Infrastructure Indexes 
to ensure exposure to core infrastructure remains diverse and balanced.
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INDEXES

Sustainable investment

With nearly two decades of sustainable investment experience, 

FTSE Russell provides sustainable investment data, analytics, 

ratings, and indexes covering thousands of companies across 

both developed and emerging markets globally. 
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FTSE4Good Index Series Designed to measure the performance of companies in developed and 
emerging markets that demonstrate strong environmental, social, and 
governance (ESG) practices. Within the series there are several indexes 
calculated with exchange partners including ASEAN5, Bolsas y Mercados 
Españoles (BME), Bursa Malaysia, Johannesburg Stock Exchange (JSE), and 
Taiwan Index Plus Corporation, a subsidiary of the Taiwan Stock Exchange. 

FTSE Blossom Japan Index An industry-neutral benchmark that measures the performance of Japanese 
companies that demonstrate strong ESG practices using the globally-
established FTSE4Good index inclusion criteria. 

FTSE ESG Index Series Designed to help investors align investment and ESG objectives while 
maintaining industry neutrality. Underlying index company weights are 
“tilted” using FTSE Russell’s ESG Ratings, and industry-neutral reweighting is 
applied so that the industry weights in each ESG index match the underlying 
index universe.

FTSE Women on Boards Leadership 
Index Series

Designed to represent the performance of companies that have a higher 
proportion of women on their boards and have strong social policies as 
defined by the FTSE Russell ESG Data Model, versions based on the Russell 
1000 and the FTSE All-Share indexes are available.

FTSE Green Revenues Index Series A series of global, regional and country-specific indexes designed to track 
companies engaged in the transition to a green economy. Company weights 
within each index are “tilted” toward those with revenues from green 
products and services using FTSE Russell’s Green Revenues data model.
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FTSE Environmental Markets  
Index Series

Indexes that provide investors with a focused way of defining and  
accessing the investment opportunities presented by the green economy. 
This index series was developed in collaboration with Impax Asset 
Management and with input from the independent FTSE Environmental 
Markets Advisory Committee.

FTSE Global Climate Index Series The indexes integrate three climate change considerations into their design: 
carbon emissions, fossil fuel reserves, and green revenues.

FTSE ex-Fossil Fuels Index Series Designed to represent the performance of constituents of the underlying 
index after the exclusion of companies that have a certain revenue and/or 
reserve exposure to fossil fuels.

FTSE Divest-Invest Developed  
200 Index

The index provides reduced exposure to companies from certain ICB 
subsectors associated with a high carbon economy, while obtaining increased 
exposure to companies engaged in the transition to a green economy.

FTSE Global Choice Index Series Based on the FTSE Global All-Cap Index, index constituents are screened 
based on fundamental research about a company’s business lines, product 
involvement, and conduct. In addition to the standard index family, clients 
can construct bespoke “Choice” indexes based on particular subsets of the 
screens that align with their values and sustainable investment objectives.
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INDEXES

Smart Sustainability

These indexes are designed with an approach that combines 

sustainability parameters with risk premia via factor exposure 

within a single index solution. 
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FTSE All-World Climate Balanced 
Comprehensive Factor Index

Designed to provide exposure to Quality, Value, Momentum, Low Volatility, 
and Size factor characteristics while incorporating the following three key 
climate change considerations: carbon emissions, fossil fuel reserves, and 
green revenues.

FTSE All-World ex-CW Climate  
Balanced Factor Index

Designed to provide balanced exposure to Value, Quality, Low Volatility, 
and Size factors while incorporating the following three climate change 
considerations: carbon emissions, fossil fuel reserves, and green revenues. 
Also, companies that produce Controversial Weapons (CW) such as cluster 
munitions and landmines are excluded from the index.

FTSE All-World ex-CW Balanced  
Factor Index

Designed to provides balanced exposure to Value, Quality, Low Volatility,  
and Size factors and excludes companies that manufacture or provide 
specific parts for anti-personnel mines, cluster munitions, chemical, and 
biological weapons.

FTSE4Good RAFI Indexes Applies the clearly-defined FTSE4Good index inclusion criteria to select 
FTSE RAFI Indexes. 

FTSE RAFI ex-Fossil Fuels Indexes Excludes companies that have certain revenue and/or reserve exposure to 
fossil fuels from select FTSE RAFI Indexes.
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INDEXES

Fixed income

FTSE Russell’s fixed income indexes are widely followed by the 

investment community. Our comprehensive range of global, 

regional, and individual country-focused debt market indexes 

provide investors the tools needed to measure and analyze the 

performance of fixed income markets across security types  

and geographies. 
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FTSE World Government Bond Index 
(WGBI)

A broad index providing exposure to the global sovereign fixed income 
market, the index measures the performance of fixed-rate, local currency, 
investment-grade sovereign bonds. It comprises sovereign debt from over 
20 countries, denominated in a variety of currencies.

FTSE World Broad Investment-Grade 
Bond Index (WorldBIG®) 

A multi-asset, multi-currency index that provides a broad-based measure 
of the global fixed income markets. The index includes investment-grade 
government, government-sponsored/supranational, collateralized, and 
corporate debt. 

The FTSE World Inflation-Linked 
Securities Index (WorldILSI)

The index measures the returns of inflation-linked bonds with fixed-rate 
coupon payments that are linked to an inflation index. Tracking debt from 13 
countries denominated in their respective currencies, its focus is real, rather 
than notional, returns. 
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FIXED INCOME INDEXES

Global

FTSE Russell offers a comprehensive, modular range of indexes designed to measure the performance of 
fixed income markets globally. Broad-based indexes that measure government, government-sponsored, 
collateralized, and corporate bonds from both developed and emerging countries are available. Our extensive 
fixed income database covers over 100 countries and includes 18,000+ unique bonds. 



The FTSE World Money Market Indexes 
(WMMI)

The index measures the performance of money-market instruments in 18 
currencies tracking one, two, three, six, and 12-month Eurodeposits, offering 
a measure of short-term markets. 

FTSE Sukuk Index The index measures the performance of global Islamic fixed income 
securities, also known as sukuk. It includes US dollar-denominated, 
investment-grade sukuk that are Sharia-compliant and issued in the  
global markets.
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FTSE US Broad Investment-Grade  
Bond Index (USBIG®)

Designed to track the performance of US dollar-denominated bonds issued in 
the US investment-grade bond market. It includes US Treasury, government-
sponsored, collateralized, and corporate debt. 

FTSE US High-Yield Market Index A US dollar-denominated index that measures the performance of high–
yield debt issued by corporations domiciled in the US or Canada. It includes 
cash-pay, deferred-interest securities, and debt issued under Rule 144A in 
unregistered form.

FTSE US Municipal Tax-Exempt 
Investment-Grade Bond Index

Designed to provide broad, representative coverage of the US municipal 
bond market, including granular sub-indexes to allow for greater visibility and 
analysis of the municipal bond market structure. 
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FIXED INCOME INDEXES

US

FTSE Russell offers a comprehensive range of indexes to measure the performance of the US fixed  
income market. Indexes covering a multitude of asset classes across multiple maturities and credit qualities  
are available.



FTSE US Treasury Bill Indexes Designed to measure the return equivalents of yield averages and are not 
marked to market. For example, the FTSE US Six-Month Treasury Bill Index 
is an average of the last six 6-month Treasury bill month-end rates. Versions 
comprised of the last one 1-month Treasury bill month-end rate and the last 
three 3-month Treasury bill month-end rates are available.

FTSE US Treasury STRIPS Index Represents a comprehensive selection of long-duration market sectors, 
thereby improving the customization possibilities otherwise unavailable. The 
index offers a wide range of duration choices and can also be combined with a 
variety of USBIG sectors if a core spread product exposure is desired.

The FTSE US Broad Investment-Grade 
Mortgage Index

The FTSE USBIG Mortgage Index comprises 30-year and 15-year GNMA, 
FNMA, and FHLMC securities, and FNMA and FHLMC balloon mortgages. It is 
reconstituted each month to reflect new issuance and principal pay-downs. 
All mortgage pools are aggregated by coupon within agency and product 
type. In addition, each coupon sector may be further divided into distinct 
origination year generics if each of these origination year generics meets a 
minimum amount outstanding criterion.

FTSE Mortgage Float-Adjusted Index This index measures the mortgage component of the US Broad Investment-
Grade Bond Index excluding all pass-throughs currently backing CMOs.
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FTSE Canada Universe Bond Index With over 40 years of returns history available, the index measures the 
Canadian dollar-denominated, domestic investment-grade fixed income 
market, covering Canadian Treasury, government agency, provincial, 
municipal, and corporate bonds.

FTSE Canada Money Market Indexes With over 35 years of returns history, the indexes measure the performance 
of the Government of Canada Treasury Bills. They are designed to represent a 
portfolio that owns a single security, the current on-the-run Treasury-Bill for 
the relevant term, switching into the new Treasury-Bill at each auction.

FTSE Canada High Yield Bond Index With over 25 years of returns history, the index is comprised of Canadian 
corporate non-investment grade bonds that were issued at below 
investment grade, or fallen angels. It measures the performance of the 
Canadian dollar-denominated, non-investment grade fixed income market 
and the Canadian dollar-denominated corporate bond market rated BBB and 
lower fallen angels.
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FIXED INCOME INDEXES

Canada

FTSE Russell offers over 600 indexes across more than 20 series measuring the performance of the Canadian 
bond market, including the flagship FTSE Universe Bond Index. This comprehensive suite of indexes covers 
a multitude of debt types across multiple maturities, sectors, and credit qualities. A variety of thematic and 
alternatively-weighted indexes are also available. 



FTSE Canada Real Return Bond Index With 30 years of returns history, the index measures the performance of 
inflation-indexed bonds issued in Canadian dollars, providing exposure to 
inflation-linked Canadian Treasury and provincial debt outstanding.

FTSE Canada Strip Bond Index With 20 years of returns history, the index measures the performance of the 
Canadian Government and Corporate strip bond market. It is designed to 
provide an industry-standard benchmark for coupon and residual bonds in 
the Canadian market.
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FTSE Euro Broad Investment-Grade  
Bond Index (EuroBIG®)

The index is a multi-asset benchmark for investment-grade, Euro-
denominated, fixed income bonds. It includes government, government-
sponsored, collateralized and corporate debt.

FTSE European High-Yield  
Market Index

The index comprises cash-pay, zero-to-full (ZTF), pay-in-kind (PIK) and step 
coupon bonds and measures the performance of high-yield corporate debt 
denominated in Euro, Swiss Franc, and UK Sterling.

FTSE Eurobond Indexes The indexes comprise investment-grade issues with at least one year until 
maturity and provide a comprehensive and relevant measure of performance 
for Eurodollar, Eurosterling, and Euroyen bonds.

FTSE Central and Eastern Europe,  
Middle East, and Africa Government 
Bond Index (CEEMEAGBI)

The index comprises government bonds from seven CEEMEA markets, 
denominated in local currencies and provides a broad benchmark to measure 
sovereign CEEMEA markets.
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FIXED INCOME INDEXES

EMEA

FTSE Russell offers a range of indexes that measure the performance of European, Middle Eastern and African 
(EMEA) fixed income securities including government, government-sponsored, collateralized, and corporate 
debt. Broadly-focused indexes that span the entire EMEA region and measure both investment-grade and  
high-yield bonds are available, as are indexes more narrowly focused on specific countries and/or sectors. 



FTSE Middle East and North Africa  
Broad Bond Index (MENABBI)

The index measures the performance of both investment-grade and high-
yield US dollar denominated debt issued by governments, agencies, and 
corporations domiciled in the Middle East and North Africa.

FTSE Actuaries UK Gilt Indexes A broad-based, comprehensive family of indexes designed to measure 
the performance of eligible British Government securities, covering the 
conventional gilt and index-linked gilt markets.

FTSE MTS Indexes A series of indexes that measure the performance of the largest and most 
widely-traded securities in the eurobond market. Data underlying the 
indexes is drawn from real-time tradable prices on MTS, the first and leading 
electronic marketplace for cash bond trading across Europe.
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FTSE Asian Government Bond Index 
(AGBI)

Designed to measure the performance of Asian government bonds, the 
index provides a broad benchmark for the Asian sovereign debt market. Rules 
and methodologies employed are consistent with those of the FTSE World 
Government Bond Index (WGBI), enabling performance comparisons across 
sovereign debt markets. 

FTSE Asian Broad Bond Index (ABBI) The index measures the performance of both investment-grade and high 
yield US dollar-denominated debt issued by governments, agencies, and 
corporations domiciled in Asia (excluding Japan).

FTSE Chinese (Onshore CNY) Green 
Bond Index

Designed to provide comprehensive coverage of China’s green bond market, 
with sub-indexes that segment the market by local vs. internationally-
recognized definitions of green as well as by market trading access routes, 
ensuring relevance for both domestic and international investors.
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FIXED INCOME INDEXES

Asia Pacific

FTSE Russell offers a variety of fixed income indexes designed to measure the performance of the Asia Pacific 
region’s bond markets across various asset classes and currencies (local and USD). Also included are indexes 
focused on measuring the performance of the Chinese offshore and onshore bond markets. 



FTSE Chinese (Onshore CNY)  
Broad Bond Index (CNYBBI)

The index measures the performance of the onshore Chinese yuan-
denominated fixed-rate debt issued by the government, agencies, and 
corporations in mainland China.

FTSE Chinese (Onshore CNY)  
Broad Bond Index — Interbank  
(CNYBBI-Interbank)

Designed for investors looking to establish their exposure to Chinese 
onshore bonds through either CIBM direct access or the Bond Connect 
program, the index measures the performance of a subset of bonds from  
the Chinese (Onshore CNY) Broad Bond Index and includes bonds that are 
traded on the China Interbank Bond Market (CIBM).

FTSE Chinese Government and Policy 
Bank Bond Index (CNGPBI)

The index measures the performance of Yuan-denominated fixed-rate 
government bonds and policy bank bonds issued in mainland China. 
The eligible Chinese policy bank bonds are those issued by the China 
Development Bank, the Agricultural Development Bank of China, and the 
Export-Import Bank of China.

FTSE Dim Sum (Offshore CNY)  
Bond Index

The index measures the performance of RMB-denominated “Dim Sum” bonds 
issued and settled outside mainland China. It includes fixed-rate securities 
issued by governments, agencies, supranationals, and corporations.

FTSE SBI Indian Government  
Bond Index

Launched in partnership with the State Bank of India, the index is 
denominated in INR and tracks the domestic Indian government bond 
market. It is complemented by a series of maturity sub-indexes.
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FTSE Emerging Markets Government 
Bond Index (EMGBI)

The index comprises local currency government bonds from 14 countries. 
Its rules and methodologies are consistent with those of the FTSE World 
Government Bond Index (WGBI) to enable performance comparisons across 
sovereign debt markets.

FTSE Emerging Markets Inflation- 
Linked Securities Index (EMILSI)

The index measures the returns of inflation-linked bonds with fixed-rate 
coupon payments that are linked to an inflation index. It tracks debt from 
seven emerging market countries: Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Poland, 
South Africa and Turkey, denominated in their respective currencies.

FTSE Emerging Markets US Dollar 
Government Bond Index (EMUSDGBI)

The index includes US dollar-denominated emerging market sovereign debt 
issued in the global, Yankee and Eurodollar markets. It comprises debt of 
more than 50 countries from Latin America, Eastern Europe, Middle East, 
Africa and Asia and offers geographical diversification without exposure to 
local currency fluctuations.
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FIXED INCOME INDEXES

Emerging Markets

FTSE Russell offers a range of fixed income indexes designed to measure the performance of bonds issued 
across emerging markets globally. The indexes include local currency and US dollar-denominated bonds, as well 
as inflation-linked, investment-grade and high yield bonds. 



FTSE Emerging Markets Broad Bond 
Index (EMUSDBBI)

The index measures the performance of investment-grade and high yield 
US dollar-denominated debt issued by governments, regional governments, 
government-sponsored entities and corporations domiciled in over 60 
emerging markets.

FTSE Latin American Government  
Bond Index (LATAMGBI)

The index measures the performance of government bonds from five 
Latin American markets denominated in local currencies, providing a broad 
benchmark for sovereign Latin American markets.
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FTSE Debt Capacity World Government 
Bond Index (DCWGBI)

The index measures the performance of fixed-rate, local currency 
investment-grade sovereign bonds with a focus on countries with lower 
debt issuance relative to their GDP and stronger debt servicing capabilities. 
Comprising sovereign debt from over 20 countries, it is denominated in a 
variety of currencies.

FTSE MPF World Government Bond  
Index (MPF WGBI)

The FTSE MPF World Government Bond Index is designed to help users 
meet the regulatory requirements governing investments in debt securities 
by Hong Kong Mandatory Provident Fund schemes. The index is based 
on the FTSE World Government Bond Index (WGBI), which measures the 
performance of fixed-rate, local currency investment-grade sovereign bonds. 
The index incorporates additional criteria as stipulated by the Mandatory 
Provident Fund Schemes (General) Regulation and Guidelines on  
Debt Securities.
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FIXED INCOME INDEXES

Thematic and alternatively-weighted

FTSE Russell offers a variety of fixed income indexes that are designed to capture particular investment  
themes. In some cases, the indexes are calculated using alternative weighting methodologies. This includes 
weighting by the market capitalization of an issuer’s outstanding debt, “fallen angels” weightings and weighting 
index constituents based on fundamental measures. 



FTSE Time-Weighted US Fallen Angel 
Bond Index

The index measures the performance of “fallen angels” — bonds that were 
previously rated investment-grade but were subsequently downgraded to 
high yield. It includes US dollar-denominated bonds issued by corporations 
domiciled in the US or Canada. The index’s constituent weights are 
determined based on the time from inclusion in the index.

FTSE RAFI Sovereign Developed  
Markets Bond Index Series

The index series seeks to reflect exposure to the government securities 
of a universe of developed markets. By weighting components by their 
fundamentals, the indexes aim to represent each country’s economic 
footprint, which is correlated to the country’s ability to service its debt.

FTSE RAFI Sovereign Emerging  
Markets Local Currency Bond Index

The index seeks to reflect exposure to the government securities of 
a universe of emerging markets. By weighting components by their 
fundamentals, the index aims to represent each country’s economic 
footprint, which is correlated to the country’s ability to service its debt. 

FTSE RAFI World Corporate  
Investment-Grade Bond Index

The index weights a company’s debt according to fundamental measures  
of the company’s debt service capacity rather than solely on the amount 
of debt outstanding, providing an alternative approach to investable fixed 
income indexes.

FTSE Pension Liability Index The index represents the single discount rate that would produce the same 
present value as calculated by discounting a standardized set of liabilities 
using the FTSE Pension Discount Curve. Monthly returns and durations for 
the FTSE Pension Liability Index liabilities are also made available.

FTSE US Large Pension Fund Index 
(USLPF)

The index provides a benchmark for pension funds seeking to establish long-
term core portfolios that more closely match the longer duration of their 
nominal dollar liabilities.
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INDEXES

Multi-asset

Leveraging FTSE Russell’s extensive local, regional, and global 

benchmark coverage, FTSE Russell offers several multi-asset 

index solutions designed to meet a wide range of investor needs. 

Flagship FTSE Russell indexes such as the FTSE 100, FTSE  

All-World, Russell 2000, and the FTSE World Broad Investment 

Grade Bond Index are used to represent the equity and fixed 

income asset class components. 
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FTSE Multi-Asset Composite  
Index Series

Designed to measure cross-asset market returns for a range of risk 
exposures, each index in the series is constructed as a composite of at least 
one equity and one fixed income index. Some indexes also include a cash 
component. Multi-asset indexes with global, regional, and individual country 
coverage are available, and each index family within the series includes a 
selection of weighting ratios to proxy a range of asset class allocations.

FTSE Market Based Allocation  
Index Series

Designed to provide market participants in the US with a selection of 
asset allocation benchmarks that include equity, fixed income, cash, and 
other investments, the indexes represent the performance of multi-asset 
investment portfolios across a wide range of objectively-defined risk 
tolerance profiles. The asset allocation weights for each of the five indexes 
in the series are derived using data-driven methodology that considers the 
average asset allocation levels of real-world multi-asset funds as reported in 
the Morningstar fund database. 

FTSE Private Investor Index Series Designed to provide market participants in the UK with a selection of assets 
allocation benchmarks that include equities, fixed income, property, and 
other investments. The asset allocation weights for each of the five indexes 
in the series are derived using data-driven methodology that considers the 
average asset allocation levels of real-world multi-asset funds as reported in 
the Morningstar fund database. 
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INDEXES

Currency

FTSE Russell has partnered with three currency specialist firms to deliver 

index solutions that address different currency-related needs. 
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FTSE World Parity Unit (FTSE WPU) Developed together with Mountain Pacific Group, which provides expertise 
in investment management for currency, commodities, and financial risk 
management, the FTSE WPU is designed to provide a facility to control 
currency risks arising from exchange rate fluctuation and the erosion of 
purchasing power. It represents an exchange rate between the US dollar and 
a basket of developed market currencies, emerging market currencies, and 
storable commodities.

FTSE Cürex FX Index Series Designed for benchmarking the performance of currency strategies, and as 
an independent input for the creation and valuation of innovative currency 
investment, flow management, risk management, and overlay products. The 
series is transparent, reliable, and flexible, accommodating the diverse and 
evolving requirements of the world’s institutional FX market participants.

FTSE Currency Forward Rate Bias  
(FRB) Index Series

Created in partnership with Record Currency Management, the index series 
is designed to capture the return generated from a defined set of equally-
weighted currency pairs with the aim to provide diversification outside of 
traditional equity and fixed income indexes. The FRB5 Indexes consists of 10 
currency pairs created from the most widely-traded currencies: US dollar, 
euro, Japanese yen, pound sterling, and Swiss franc. The FRB10 Indexes 
consists of 45 currency pairs and includes an additional five currencies: 
Australian dollar, Canadian dollar, New Zealand dollar, Norwegian krone, and 
Swedish krona.
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DATA

FTSE Russell’s data feeds and 
databases are used to offer insights, 
facilitate trading, and support investor 
needs from idea to execution, serving a 
broad range of financial, academic, and 
professional clients.
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AcademicFinancial
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DATA
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DATA

Financial

Financial data is more than just numbers. It is the lifeblood of 

markets, and what allows us to see structure, patterns and 

anomalies taking shape in the broader financial community and 

informing business decisions.
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FINANCIAL DATA

Industry Classification Benchmark (ICB®)

ICB is an established, centralized source for sector and industry classification utilized by exchanges,  
investment managers, and analysts worldwide. ICB’s structure and classification methodology are overseen 
by a governance framework that is supported by both internal experts and external advisory committees 
comprised of leading market participants. 
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Approximately 100,000 securities are classified according to the ICB  
four-level structure, which serves as the basis for either top-down or  
bottom-up analysis, stock selection, and performance measurement.

ICB structure 

ICB

11 Industries

45 Sectors

20 Supersectors

173 Subsectors

Effective July 01, 2019
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FINANCIAL DATA

Sustainability and ESG 

With nearly two decades of experience in environmental, social, and governance (ESG) data, FTSE Russell 
provides investors with the models and data tools necessary to understand operational and product-related 
ESG risks and opportunities for companies across the globe. The core data sets inform index development, 
methodology, and construction; and can be used for financial, risk management, compliance, and  
research purposes. 
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ESG Ratings and data model The ESG Ratings and data model covers over 4,700 securities and measures 
corporate exposure to critical ESG issues, assessing operational risks and 
performance drivers. The ESG Ratings are made up of four levels of data: one 
overall rating, three pillars, 14 themes, and more than 300 indicators, offering 
an objective and flexible approach to integrating ESG considerations into 
investments and stewardship. The data can be adopted as the basis for active 
portfolio management, company engagement, customized indexes, ESG risk 
analysis, or research. 

Green Revenues data model The Green Revenues data model measures the percentage of revenue 
from green products and services for more than 14,700 companies across 
49 developed and emerging markets globally. Companies are analyzed and 
categorized using the unique Green Revenues Classification System across 
64 green subsectors and 133 green micro sectors.
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FINANCIAL DATA

Corporate actions and dividends 

FTSE Russell has over 70 years of experience and knowledge of providing the financial community with 
corporate action and dividend information. We provide the latest information available on North American 
companies collected from stock exchanges, SEC filings, press releases, depositories, transfer agents and 
directly from the individual companies. 

Our proprietary corporate action data was once used only internally to maintain our security master files and 
cross reference database. Today users can access this data directly to match positions electronically, ensuring 
accurate identification of issuers and issues, as wells as an automated option to process and integrate any 
issuer- or issue-level action on North American traded securities. 
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Corporate Action Our proprietary Corporate Actions data feed is designed to allow clients to 
stay on top of market changes. Covering North American listed securities 
markets, the data feed is accessible via flexible delivery options including 
intraday or end-of-day files via FTP. 

More than 10 corporate action categories are tracked, including:

Name changes 

Mergers 

Acquisitions 

Redemptions 

Stock splits 

Dividends 

Maturities 

Tender offers

Reorganizations 

Spin-offs 

Shares outstanding

Dividends We offer a number of dividend data feeds designed to provide timely market 
information for dividend distributions, stock splits, stock dividends, and more 
for the North American equities and mutual fund markets. Data is collected 
from official sources, and our Electronic Dividend Service provides over 
300 fielded data items. Our Ex-Date Service complements the Electronic 
Dividend Service by providing electronic notification of all North American 
securities to be quoted “ex” on the next business day.
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FINANCIAL DATA

Fixed income 

Drawing on more than a century of financial information-gathering expertise, we have continuously refined 
our dynamic database of municipal and corporate securities, making us one of the most detailed and organized 
fixed income information resources. On average, over 1,900 Corporate Bond Issues are added monthly as well 
as over 12,000 Municipal Bonds. 
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US Municipal Fixed Income Data A historical dataset of issuer/parent-linked data provides full terms and 
conditions of approximately 3.6 million US municipal securities. Bond 
coverage ranges from general obligation to revenue bonds, including taxable 
and refunding bonds, in both the primary and secondary markets  — some 
with history as far back as 1950.

US Corporate Fixed Income Data Corporate Fixed Income data feed delivers descriptive and corporate action 
data, including complex structures, that support securities operations 
worldwide. Terms and conditions data is used to assist with STP (Straight 
Through Processing), global clearance and settlement, valuations, 
compliance, security master file maintenance and data management  
and operations. 

Detailed terms and conditions data covers investment grade corporate debt 
issues, high yield securities, US treasuries and agencies, and other sovereign 
and government debt securities. Includes debentures, fixed floating and 
adjustable rates, private placements, medium term notes (MTNs), convertible 
securities, and more.
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FINANCIAL DATA

Equity 

Profiles on global active and inactive companies with over 25 years of financials brought to you through a 
convenient data feed. The equity data feed services cover everything from basic company fundamentals and 
financials to equity pricing and ownership data. The detailed collection practices provide access to a significant 
amount of fielded content to help make your front office and products more robust.
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Global company fundamentals This service offers research on companies in a convenient data feed for a 
client’s internal applications or website. The data feed provides profiles 
on global active and inactive companies from over 100 countries including 
over 25 years of as-reported financials and standardized financials based 
on globally accepted XBRL taxonomies for active companies. All companies 
are classified into one of four financial templates: Commercial & Industrial, 
Banking & Savings, Insurance and Investment. 

North America end-of-day pricing The Historical Securities Database provides reliable daily end-of-day market 
data on all listed North American equities and mutual funds. This data is 
offered in one of two available feeds: FullyAdjusted/FullyConnected or 
Unadjusted/Unconnected.Our FullyAdjusted/FullyConnected (FAFC) data 
feed provides a turnkey solution for charts and graphs. Designed to minimize 
development resources, FAFC automatically applies all adjustments and 
connections to your local database. This data is offered in two available feeds, 
one for US exchanges and one for Canadian exchanges. Our Unadjusted/
Unconnected (UAUC) data feed is geared towards institutions requiring a 
historical perspective with no survivorship bias. UAUC delivers market data 
the way it was originally reported by the exchanges. This data is offered in 
two available feeds, one for US exchanges and one for Canadian exchanges. 
Our Short Interest Monitor (SIM) data feed provides a single source for short 
interest information.  SIM provides over 15 years of historical short interest 
position information as it was originally reported along with continuous 
monthly updates, all in a single, unified format.
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FINANCIAL DATA

Exchange Traded Funds 

ETF Ratings and research data empower investors, traders and wealth management firms with the ability to 
make informed decisions about ETF investing. High quality ETF performance and constituent data has been 
directly sourced from fund sponsors, custodians and exchanges since 2001, providing a complete picture of 
institutional and individual investor flows and the passive fund allocations driving global markets. We offer a 
comprehensive and growing database of every US listed ETF, including reference data, fund composition, and 
calculated metrics such as transparent, rules-based ETF Ratings, fund performance, thematic performance, 
fund flows, liquidity and asset allocation data.
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DATA

Academic

Mergent by FTSE Russell databases offer the tools to garner 

deep insight into markets and the individual companies that drive 

them. Our company database started with decades of Moody’s 

historical paper records, providing the basis for both our digital 

dataset and the foundation of our strong academic relationships. 

We have continued to nurture, connect and enhance our data and 

technology platforms to become a premier source of data for 

professional research and risk assessment needs.
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Mergent Online Mergent Online provides a 360 view of companies and industries leveraging 
data and search from our primary platforms. It offers extensive details 
for both public and private companies that can show you what a given 
organization truly looks like from every angle. Mergent Online is an  
invaluable resource for conducting, supporting and validating financial  
and business research.

Mergent Archives Mergent Archives includes original corporate records and reference 
documents going back as far as 100 years. It is an expansive collection of 
archival documentation that underlies Mergent digital business data. It 
contains hundreds of thousands of corporate and industry documents  
and reports, all indexed to provide direct, unfiltered access to published 
business records.

Mergent Intellect Access the business environment through the lens of companies, consumers 
and demographics. Powered by Dun & Bradstreet’s private company 
database, Mergent Intellect opens the door to commercial insights, layering 
best-in-class data with demographic and census information with deep 
company date to create paths that empower business innovation.

Mergent Data Explr Download complete, professional data sets now available for academic 
research. Our global equity and North American pricing data sets are the 
basis of significant academic analysis into historical trends, mapping cultural 
and economic inflection points to market response.
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DATA

Professional

Professional data search is dependent on specific business 

interests, but discerning risk and defining opportunities are 

universal needs. Mergent by FTSE Russell has the deepest 

respect for data and how it is used by its clients. As the steward 

of nearly a century of business data, we are focused on delivering 

quality data sets to the market. Our business data coverage 

enables professional clients with access to the insights that are 

most relevant to their business.
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Mergent Conflict Search This legal compliance tool is a company database widely used to research 
organizational structures, provide the backdrop for effective argument 
positioning and to establish competitive advantages for clients.

As a matter of ethics, this information is also critical to identifying and 
managing conflicts of interest. In partnership with Dun & Bradstreet, Mergent 
Conflict Search serves comprehensive, relevant data to help law firms 
manage their malpractice risk process.
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Gain powerful insights through  
an advanced suite of risk, portfolio  
and index analysis across multiple 
asset classes. 

ANALYTICS
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ANALYTICS

Yield Book

Yield Book is a leading analytics platform with 30 years of 

experience providing risk analytics for fixed income. Starting its 

life on a trading floor in 1989 and refined by industry experts, 

it is used today by industry leaders across buy- and sell-side 

institutions, and forms the backbone of analytics within the 

Information Services Division at London Stock Exchange Group.

Capable of handling the most complex fixed income products, Yield Book is 
a trusted source for in-depth risk analytics, regulatory stress-testing and 
complex portfolio analysis across global markets. Alongside FTSE Russell, 
a leading global provider of benchmarks, analytics, and data solutions with 
multi-asset capabilities, Yield Book can offer an expanded set of capabilities 
to institutional investors and market makers to comprehensively address 
their requirements.
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1980 1990 2000 2010

1986
WGBI 
launched

1989
The Yield Book 
created

1996
The Yield 
Book made 
commercially 
available

1998
The Yield Book 
became part 
of Citigroup

2003
The Yield 
Book and Citi 
Fixed Income 
indexes merge

2006
Introduction 
of The Yield 
Book Add-In

2010
Introduction of 
The Yield Book 
Calculator 
Select

2000
Introduction 
of World Broad 
Investment-
Grade Index 
(WorldBIG®)

1978
First fixed 
income index 
created

2019
The Yield Book 
turns 30

2018
Launch of 
Yield Book Q

2017
London Stock 
Exchange Group 
acquires The Yield 
Book and fixed 
income indexes 
from Citigroup
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Comprehensive single  
security analytics

Access extensive single security analytics across more than 10 million 
natively supported instruments, utilizing Yield Book’s powerful suite of fixed 
income analytics to help you deliver differentiated results. The platform’s 
flexible, open architecture allows for a wide range of custom inputs, including 
user-defined securities, yield curves and calculation options.

Advanced mortgage capabilities Leverage market-leading mortgage capabilities to generate sophisticated 
analytics for your securitized universe. The extensive platform functionality 
allows for meticulous detail of calculations, including cutting edge 
prepayment model settings, cohort-building and P&L attribution as well as 
tracking of model performance against the market.

Dynamic historical analytics Utilize over 10 years of historically validated analytical libraries and 
accompanying Yield Book datasets to backfill incomplete fixed income risk 
analytics records, enrich databases for listed and OTC products, and align 
calculations across multiple data and index providers.

ANALYTICS

Yield Book

Leveraging over three decades of fixed income expertise, the Yield Book offers a comprehensive array of robust 
and flexible solutions to drive client insight and support informed decision-making. 
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Robust integration and automation 
solutions

Integrate the power of Yield Book’s analytics into your own individual data 
and analytics ecosystems, creating bespoke schedules for calculations and 
reporting through products such as the API and Batch-on-Demand service to 
meet critical business intelligence and regulatory deadlines.

Accurate portfolio analysis Aggregate single security analytics for a comprehensive portfolio overview 
and evaluate past performance, calculate point-in-time portfolio risk 
characteristics and cash flows, and consider projected behavior through 
scenario analysis, tracking error and VaR reports.

Bespoke benchmarks & index  
analytics

Compare and visualize index characteristics and performance across 
markets by accessing constituent-level data and analytics for the wide range 
of FTSE Russell indexes. Construct and analyze custom benchmarks and 
composites that meet the most complex portfolio mandates, and back-test 
performances and characteristics of various custom benchmark iterations 
over extensive historical periods.
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Add-In Yield Book Add-In delivers the power of our fixed income models directly 
inside the Microsoft Excel® spreadsheet environment. Users can customize 
templates to perform complex calculations from risk measures, scenario and 
cash flow analysis and return attribution to historical analysis at the individual 
security, sector, portfolio and benchmark-level. This flexibility allows for user-
defined inputs and customized analytic outputs.

API Yield Book API provides access to our trusted data and analytics from within 
your custom applications by sharing information directly with our servers 
over a secure internet connection using the XML format. The flexible API 
technology is used globally by buy- and sell-side institutions and can be 
leveraged to automate fixed income analytic processes to ensure business 
critical deadlines are met.

Classic Yield Book Classic, our original user interface, offers the capacity for large 
scale single security, portfolio and benchmark calculations in a web-based 
application. Robust batch scripting and batch-on-demand production 
tools allow for automated large-scale calculations and enable integration 
of Yield Book analytics into other in-house applications. Users can speed 
up calculations by leveraging boost licenses to ensure business-critical 
deadlines are met.

Yield Book offers multiple, flexible delivery channels and extensive configuration options to support clients with 
their individual fixed income needs. 

Our solutions can be accessed across easy-to-use web interfaces, through spreadsheet applications or 
scheduled reporting, or deeply embedded directly into client technology workflows and applications.
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Calculator Yield Book Calculator facilitates fast and efficient analysis of single 
securities using Yield Book’s trusted models and analytics. Examine bond 
characteristics and risk measures, run scenario analysis, and view projected 
cash flows and historical trends, all with this easy-to-use tool. Users can 
review the results in a presentation-ready format or export them for  
further analysis.

Yield Book Q | Index Yield Book Q is a robust index solutions tool designed to meet the needs of 
asset owners, asset managers, ETF providers, and investment consultants. 
The powerful, intuitive interface enables users to quickly research and analyze 
index ideas and back-test potential new indexes over extensive historical 
periods. The platform offers a comprehensive index repository, a wealth of 
customization features, and speed-to-market capabilities to create indexes 
that meet the most complex portfolio mandates through the FTSE Russell 
index team.

Consulting services The Yield Book Consulting Team works collaboratively with you to create 
customized solutions for your functional and strategic requirements. Ranging 
from tailor-made risk analysis, customized reporting and efficient data 
delivery to custom index creation through FTSE Russell’s index team, the 
consulting team combines fixed income expertise with analytics know-how 
and an in-depth understanding of The Yield Book to serve both our buy- and 
sell-side clients looking for optimized solutions.

Integrated solutions We are dedicated to working with third-parties that provide services to 
institutional investment professionals. Engagements begin with assessment 
and understanding of your requirements, followed by a highly collaborative 
approach to design solutions to integrate Yield Book analytics into your 
product offerings.
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ANALYTICS

FTSE Bond

A comprehensive and powerful suite of programs to access a 

rich historical database of Canadian fixed-income market data 

that enables investors to perform market research, analyze the 

risk of benchmarks and portfolios, and convert extensive data 

into valuable investment information. Users are provided with 

over 60 years of data history on benchmarks, market spreads, 

performance histories, curves, and individual securities, including 

a proprietary multi-dealer pricing model, reference information, 

and a set of comprehensive market risk measures.
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60 
years

of data history

QUICK ACCESS 
INVESTOR  

TOOLS

DEPTH OF  
MARKET 

COVERAGE

SOPHISTICATED 
ANALYTICS
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BondManager A complete portfolio analysis solution. Create custom composite indexes for 
analysis using defined weights or target market-value weights.

BondData Historical time series and yield curves stay on top of market and index trends 
and technical analysis.

BondCalc Lightweight trade calculator and historical security analysis tool that uses 
multiple templates to generate projected horizon returns.
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19,000 ISSUES 

PRICE/YIELD HISTORY

INDEX CONSTITUENTS

Portfolio analytics

Projections

Canadian Bond indexes

Volume & Trade analysis

Blended indexes

Comparison reporting

Price/Yield/Volume charting

Technical analysis

Trade analytics

Cashflow analytics

BondCalcBondManager BondData

A comprehensive fixed 
income database
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